Mechanical tensile properties of the aortic wall in the premature rat exposed to the microgravity environment during space flight for 16 days.
Under microgravity environment, blood shifts headward and thereafter decrease in volume to adapt to the environment, which could affect cardiovascular hemodynamics and their regulatory mechanisms. Baroreceptor sensitivity is known to be reduced in newborn animals and to gradually increase with development. The baroreceptor is a stretch receptor; therefore its function is closely related to the rheological properties and fine structure of the aortic wall in which the baroreceptor lies. The mechanical and histological properties could be altered under microgravity conditions in the process of development with change in circulatory function. In the present study, we investigated the mechanical tensile characteristics and histological structure of the aortic wall in the proximal thoracic aorta of premature rats bred in the microgravity environment of the space shuttle for 16 days.